Atom Technology is essential for the construction and study of dangling bond logic circuits, single molecule logic gates and for single molecule mechanical machineries. One of the first instruments urgently required for experimental work at the atomic scale is a machine with an atomic scale precision offering the possibility to exchange information and energy with single and well-identified molecule machineries. These nano-communication-like machines must also offer dedicated navigation abilities for the interconnection probes to be positioned on the device with atomic scale precision. As a result of this need for such instruments in many laboratories around the world, the Integrated European Project AtMol decided to organize its first biannual workshop on the topic of “Atomic Scale Interconnection Machines”. Fully supported by the ICT-FET of INFSO at the European level, AtMol was launched on 1 January 2011, for 4 years, with the objective to construct the first ever complete molecular chip. This Atomic Scale Interconnection Machines workshop event took place at IMRE in June 2011, where IMRE-A*STAR is the AtMol partner based in Singapore.

This first volume of the new Springer Series “Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines” compiles all the contributions presented during this workshop. The workshop was the first to involve a large number of laboratories from all around the world working on the construction, the development or usage of atomic scale interconnection machines. All the possible categories of these very often large, ultra high vacuum (UHV) instruments were presented by different communities, from academics to high-tech companies who develop the new hardware, or control the software of these machines. Examples include, multiple LT-UHV STM systems, multiple LT-NC-AFM systems, optical navigation, SEM navigation and even the first machines demonstrating single atom and molecular manipulation capability together with the nano-communication setup.

The organizing committee of the first workshop of the AtMol series is happy to thank the ICT-FET division of European Commission and A*STAR of Singapore for the financial support to organize this first workshop. We are expecting to
launch a quite unique series of events to boost Atom Technologies from a practical point of view. The upcoming workshops in the AtMol series will be announced on the www.atmol.eu official web site. The organizing committee also wishes to thank all the participants in Singapore for a very dynamic workshop.
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